
Pixlr Tutorial-Waknuk

Double Exposure

Remove Colour



Go to pixlr.com and press the down 

arrows or swipe down…



“Launch Web App” for the Pixlr

Editor…



Open image from computer…



Make sure you have saved your 

image from the Google Classroom 

to your desktop, so that you can 

select it easily…



It will open your image like this…



Click “Layer,” then “Duplicate 

Layer”…



You’ll now see two layers here

Click “Layer” again, then “Flip layer 

horizontally”…



The top layer is now flipped…



Click on the sliders here to show 

the “Opacity” slider…



Decrease the opacity (see-through-

ness) until you can see both 

layers…



Click on “Layer,” then “Flatten 

Image”



Now you have just one layer again.

Click on “Adjustments,” then “Hue 

and Saturation”…



Decrease the “Saturation” 

(colourful-ness) to 0…



Click on “Adjustments,” then 

“Brightness and Contrast”…



Experiment with increasing the 

“Contrast” and adjusting the 

“Brightness”…



Click “File,” then “Save”…



Make sure “Quality” is on 100…





Pixlr Tutorial-Forest

Repeated Pattern

Creating a “Stamp”

Adjusting Hue



Follow the same process at the 

start to open your Forest image…



Click on “Adjustments,” then “Hue 

and Saturation”…



Increase the “Saturation” to make 

the colour a little more intense…



Click on “Adjustments,” then 

“Brightness and Contrast”…



Increase the “Contrast” to make the 

shadows more intense…



Use the free-style selection tool, to 

draw / select a leaf shape…



Click “Edit,” “Copy” and “Paste”…



You’ll now see another layer here

This is the leaf shape that you’ve 

just copied…



Click on “Edit” then “Free 

Transform” to rotate etc



Use the arrow tool to move it.

Increase Brightness (Adjustments> 

Brightness and Contrast)



Duplicate the layer (Layer > 

Duplicate Layer) and reposition…



Use the Flip tool in “Layer” to 

change your leaf shapes…



Experiment with duplicating layers, 

flipping them and positioning them. 

Save you work as before.





Pixlr Tutorial-Fringe 
Camp

Geometric Collage



Follow the same process at the 

start to open your Fringe Camp 

image…



Take the “Saturation” down to 0. 

(Adjustments > Hue and 

Saturation)



Increase the “Contrast” 

(Adjustments > Brightness and 

Contrast)



Use the “Selection Tool” to select 

an interesting square…



Edit > Copy, then Edit > Paste. Use 

the “Arrow Tool” to move it…



Use the “Flip” and “Rotate” tools in 

“Layer” to change the square...



Decrease the “Brightness” to make 

it more grey. (Adjustments)



Decrease the “Opacity” to make it 

more see through...



Repeat this process to create a digital 

collage. Leave some areas bright white 

though. Save your work as before!




